
Present: Riley, Adam, Josh, Kerri, Farid, Danny, Erica, Emma, Sara, JR, Mike, (nick, tim)

Updates: Sara/JR: Renovations: Started with a test collapsible shelf. Don't need a lot of money. 
Building on Sunday morning at 10:30 A.M. Meet at Rona St.Laurent. 11AM at collective. 
Shelf 10*18 inches. On one end there will be a strong magnet so a metal tray can be attached for parts. 
Built in such a way that users must replace tools before taking off their bikes from stands.
Other items to be built: project bike, clothes hangers etc. 
Email JR or Sara with ideas, or show up on sunday if you want anything to be done. 
Q: where are the project bike huts going to be? A: On the separating wall flat on the wall, with 2 levels 
of hooks staggered.

Emma/Farid: Newlsetter blurb. Chalking on Monday about the flat. There is a blurb written for CKUT 
that needs to be recorded. 

Erica: order – Got order in wrong, but it's better because RTM has a special order. RTM is paying, we 
have to go and get the order by trailer. 
People interested in personally ordering parts, things in 'special's' catalogue. All together we/RTM/Mile 
end need to order up to 1000dollars of special's parts to be able to place the order. Right now, there isn't 
enough order to put it in. Previously we allowed personal orders and then were selling at marked-up 
cost. 
If we were to implement:need to be 'well ordered' – people who want would have to fill out a form. 
Items will be stocked then sold. 
Why would we provide this service? Will be the same as selling other parts – we would have to make 
sure they are putting it on at the collective. Special orders is just for pieces we don't normally stock. 
Should have a set process. Receipts would need to be made. If it becomes overwhelming, we have the 
power to change our policy. Not feasible to provide items at cost due to the number of volunteers. 
Should perhaps be opened up for everyone, not only volunteers. 
Make a distinction between 'flashy' parts and necessary parts. But then we need to determine what is 
necessary and what is overboard. Why would people come here for a $200 hub? If we always charge 
MSRP, person who orders will know that they will always pay MSRP. Order is going out tomorrow, 
need to decide. Person who is ordering is building a bike – should we be undercutting the bike shops? 
Maybe have a 2 parts or money amount max, so people aren't building bikes with cheap parts from 
here. 
Special order is a strange circumstance – 3-bike collectives haven't reached the 1000dollar limit yet. 
Let this one slide if it isn't excessive. Only with 2 part limit. While we formulate a plan. 
Proposal: 2 part limit / $100 MSRP whichever comes first. 
Postpone to next week. 

Mike: Clean up at the back this week. Everything that we don't want thrown out must be clearly 
marked. Consolidation. JR/Sara will help with cleaning up construction materials. 

JR/Sara: workshops – make a poster with all the diagrams on the wall. Compile handouts to make a 
laminated zines. 

Adam/kerri: budget – worked on budget, talked to Sam Cook (VP C&S), need to develop further. Get 
rough budgets from each sub-group. Need to know if there are major projects planned (e.g. 
construction). Kerri/Adam made a draft of the budget – Passed around. 
Library with resources about bikes? Alloted some budget to get it underway. 
Riley: 250$ for contract services? - a suggestion from Micheal from RTM to hire someone to get a 



server that will be maintained. We have a lot of money and revenue so we put some in there. 
Food/Bevereges: $500!! Should we have a party?! 
T-Shirt sales ($150): made $21 so far, $150 is projected. 
So far we have made $2000 since June. 
Computer costs? Software needs: POS software or The Collective collective server. POS deserves some 
collective money. 
What happens to money we haven't spent? Charity – e.g. Cyclo-Nord-Sud, or spent on projects/material 
before the end. 
SSMU gave us 4650 from the green fund.

Callout for books etc. for the library. Try and source books used. Policy to have them not stolen. 

The FLAT: Freaky losers always there. Acronym has to be good if we want to use it. 

Listeserve: everyone has to send things by 8:00 sunday. Farid will transfer the email addresses from 
McGill  address. Emma and Farid should reply to the gmail email. Forward / label it for a specific 
person. Will also change the name from ssmu blah blah. To the flat@lists.riseup.com. Also start 
sending it to users who want the email.

Kerri: Has been talking to a youth group. Pilot program. Good idea! 30th October 7:30, Workshop on 
flats / saftey and maybe brakes: Age: 16 to 29. With native friendship centre. (who are also having an 
anti-collonial thanksgiving dinner 6 on friday (free! No turkey!). 
Project proposal form – lots of copies. Will be up on the website. They look pretty. Some suggestions 
which Kerri wrote in her book.
Emma: a little intimidating Josh: is this a filter? Mike: we want things that have been thought out and 
have momentum. Kerri: filtering out people who don't have the energy or not good ideas.
Mike: what is the procedure of talking about new projects? Just bring it up at the meeting? Kerri: I 
guess. Emma: isn't his special ops? Kerri: Um. 

Josh: Volunteer list will be coordinated. Riley: Apologies for getting the list out late. Lots of people 
bailed. 
Protocol for serial bailers? Riley: if someone bails more than twice, less likely to schedule. Danny 
wants to be called if anyone bails. Josh wants a list of people who can bail out. 
Need a list of contact info behind the desk. A little bit of shame.

Tim: Callout for non-male mechanic. Draft on google docs. Should be put out on SSMU list serve with 
other ad. 

Keylist: needs to be updated. Should be typed. People who are going to open shop and all collective 
members. 

Tim: project bike thing: change from build a bike into a 'project night' at the shop where people can 
come in and work on long term projects. A list of things that people who want to build a bike can get 
here, but other things they couldn't use on their bikes so they don't deplete our supply. Don't necessarily 
tell them that they have to give back to the collective, but encourage. Capacity to store bikes? Instead 
of having 'build-a-bike' program we have a 'store-your-bike' program where people will have space to 
store their mid-fix. Thoughts? Change it from build a bike to just 'project'. 
A time with no staff help?
Postpone a decision again. Tim will still look into it. 



Mike: what if someone rolls in with a flat? 
Tim: the only difference is that it is acceptable to stay on the stand for 5 hours. For a project. 
Friday as a possible day? Will filter people who actually want to do it.
Postpone a decision till next week. Hinges on a mechanic wanting to bottom line it. 

Frame that someone wants. Would he be building here? Not selling frames right now. 


